1. Introduction. With 0<r<l, put ß*(a, r) = {* ¿ r'Ri(x) = a; 0 < x g l| where Ri(x) is the ith Rademacher function and \a\ < ^^Li r*. This paper discusses the cardinality of the set ß*(a, r) [hereafter denoted by card ß*(a, r)]. The only previous discussion known to the author is a remark of Levy [4] . Denote (\/5 -1)/2 by 5. In [2] we have shown that if l>r>5, then the Hausdorff dimension of ß* is ^1/n where n is the least no such that »o > {log (2r -1) -log(r2 + r -l)}/(-log r).
Note that as r-»5 + , n-► <». Hence card ß*(a, r)=c (cardinal number of the continuum) for l>r>S. It is known that card ß*(a, r)^l for 0<r<l/2;ß*(a, r) = 1 or 2 for r= 1/2. This leaves the range 1/2<r g S in question. The question is completely settled for r = b by Theorem 1. The range l/2<r<5 is discussed briefly in §4.
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For 0<r2^ 1/2, C) is the Cantor type perfect set of constant ratio r2 of dissection formed in [0, l] (see [5] ); i.e., £< = r2 for all i. We define B(C)) as the set of end points of the removed intervals plus the points 0 and 1. We put 1(C)) = C)-B(C)). We define C2 as the Cartesian product C)XC). We also define the quantity B(Cr) = B(C))XB(C)). Proof. See [5] .
We take as evident Lemma la. Tr(ß(a, r))CZairnC? where la.r is the line rxi+r2Xi = (1 -r2)a, where xi, Xi are the coordinates of a plane point.
3. Proof of Theorem 1. A sequence of integers {e<[ (t = l, 2, • • • ) is called a representation of a if e, = 0 or 1 and a= £i1i €<r*. We denote the sequence by R(a). R(a)= {ti} is canonical if a-£?_i e¿r* <rn for every « for which e" = 0. We then write a = eie2 ■ ■ ■ . We denote such R(a) by Rc(a).
In the remainder of this section, we take r = b. Each a has a unique Rc(a). Bergman [l] notes that Rc(a) is finite (terminates in zeros)
if and only if aEH. On noting that r satisfies l=r+r2, r= X)"-i fU and 1 = 2<" 2 f*t we obtain Lemma 2. R(a) is canonical if and only if it does not terminate in a sequence of "01" pairs and no "11" pairs occur anywhere after the first zero.
Remark. It follows from Theorem 2 of [3] that the Hausdorff dimension of the set of xE(0, 1) identified with canonical R(a) is -log2 5. Proof. Suppose (xi, x2) $P(C?). At least one of the xi or «2 is in I(C\) and hence has the form 2j" i V**"1 with an oo of the e, equal to 1 and an oo equal to 0.
Case I. Suppose Xi and x2 are both in 7(Cj). The R(a) form resulting from rxi+r2x2 must have an » of l's, an w of 0's, and cannot terminate in a sequence of "01" pairs. This R(a) must therefore contain either (la) an oo of "11" pairs and an oo of 0's or (lb) an » of "00" pairs and an oo of l's.
In case (la), we have an » of "011" triplets in R(a). Replace these triplets with "100" triplets to obtain a new R(a). Thus, we need consider only case (lb). Suppose case (lb) holds. In R(a), define blocks of digits N(i) (i=l,2,
• ■ • ) with N(i) as the block commencing with the î'th "00" pair and extending to, but not including, the (i-fl)st "00" pair. In N(i), replace any "011" triplet by a "100" triplet. Repeat the operation until N(i) is exhausted of "011" triplets. The result is a new R(a) with an » of "00" pairs and isolated l's. This R(a) is, by Lemma 2, canonical. It has an oo of l's. Hence its value cannot be a. Case II. Suppose XiEB(Clr) and *2£7(Cr1) and *i-J%ml ejr»-1 with «i= 1. Consider the form R(a) resulting from rxi+r2x2. Let N be the block consisting of the first 2n digits in R(a). In N replace any "011" triplet by a "100" triplet. Repeat the operation until N is exhausted 4. l/2<r<5. Another representation of a can be obtained only by changing a digit in (2) . Suppose the first digit changed is et and e,= l. Then all the O's to the right of e< must be changed to 1. Suppose e< = 0. There are not enough l's to the right to change to 0 to compensate for this gain. Hence a has only No representations. Remark. Theorems 1,2, and 3 discuss the cardinality of the points of intersection of the lines la.r. rxi+r2x2-(1-r2)a with the plane set Cr (1/2 <rg5).
Theorem 2 states that if the set C2. is "thin" enough, some of these lines intersect C) in one point only. Theorem 1 states that for r = b, the set C2. is sufficiently "thick" so that everv L , intersects C2. in at least No points. Results in [2] give information about the Hausdorff dimension of /"./^C2. for l>r>5.
